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ABSTRACT

Apparent interactions between ducted gravity waves and preexisting mesocyclones are investigated. Preliminary analyses of Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) observations from several cases reveal that the intersection of fine lines, whose propagation speed is consistent with that of gravity waves, and existing mesocyclones leads to an increase in the rotational velocity of the mesocyclone. Utilizing simplified ducted wave kinematics and the vorticity equation, changes in vorticity associated with convergence–divergence and perturbation wind shear within the gravity wave are examined. Convergence ahead of wave ridges may be significant, causing mesocyclone intensification through vorticity stretching. It will also be shown that a wave may significantly change the vertical wind shear and streamwise vorticity in storm inflow. A simple one-dimensional model is presented, which shows that vorticity decreases temporarily ahead of the wave ridge, then increases rapidly behind the ridge as positive tilting and stretching act together. The mesocyclone vorticity reaches a peak just ahead of the wave ridge, then begins to rapidly decrease behind the ridge. Model results compared very well to actual measurements in a sample case in which a mesocyclone interacted with two gravity waves of different amplitudes.

1. Introduction

Examination of Doppler radar data from several thunderstorms containing mesocyclones has revealed an intriguing pattern, in which one or more relatively narrow bands of radar reflectivity approach the storm from its right flank (generally from a southerly direction). Then, upon interaction with the storm, there is an intensification of the mesocyclone and sometimes tornadoogenesis. The reflectivity bands in these cases, however, cannot be attributed to density currents or outflow boundaries from other storms, nor to horizontal convective rolls (e.g., Thompson and Edwards 2000), but instead appear to be ducted gravity waves.

The interactions between gravity waves and deep convection have been well-investigated. Many have discussed the initiation or enhancement of convection by gravity waves (e.g., Uccellini 1975; Stobie et al. 1983; Koch et al. 1988; Ferretti et al. 1988; Schmidt and Cotton 1990; Corfidi 1998; Koch et al. 1998; Lehmiller et al. 2001). Conversely, several others have shown that convective storms can also initiate gravity waves (e.g., Alexander et al. 1995; Bosart and Cussen 1973). The relationship known as wave-conditional instability of the second kind (CISK), whereby convective lines and gravity waves synergistically support one another, has been well examined also (e.g., Powers and Reed 1993; Cram et al. 1992; Raymond 1984). However, the interactions between gravity waves and mesocyclones and tornadoes have received limited attention, most of which has been observational in nature.

Miller and Sanders (1980) found that tornadoogenesis increased within some convective regions when wave packets overtook those regions during the Super Outbreak of 3–4 April 1974. They posed a question in their paper as to whether or not the waves contained vorticity that aided the development of tornadoes. Uccellini (1975) also observed enhanced storm development and tornadoes in conjunction with waves in Iowa on 18 May 1971. More recently, Kilduff (1999) observed an increase in Doppler radar-observed storm rotational velocities in a mesocyclone upon interaction with gravity waves on 22 January 1999 in northwest Alabama. Barker (2006) similarly finds a link between what he terms “reflectivity tags” moving quickly through a lin-
ear mesoscale convective system (MCS) and tornadogenesis, in the case of the F3 Evansville, Indiana, tornado of 6 November 2005. The environment and dynamics of these tags are consistent with gravity waves.

In this paper, we examine the following hypothesis: Gravity waves, upon interaction with mesocyclones, may significantly alter the vorticity of those mesocyclones, and may in some cases produce tornadogenesis. In section 2 of this paper, the kinematics of ducted gravity waves are reviewed, and the dynamics of wave-mesocyclone interactions are examined. In section 3, the development and results of a simplified 1D model are presented. In section 4, the 22 January 1999 case is examined in detail using Doppler radar data, with results compared to those predicted by the 1D model. Additional cases of apparent gravity wave interaction with mesocyclones and/or tornadoes are also listed. Conclusions and future work are presented in section 5.

2. Theory

a. Kinematics of ducted gravity waves

Internal gravity waves may be initiated by convection, geostrophic adjustment, topography, and shear instability (Koch and O’Handley 1997). Waves may be reflected by layers with large vertical gradients of vertical wavelength \( m \) associated with gradients in the Scorer parameter \( l \) (Scorer 1949) through

\[
\frac{m^2}{H_{1005}} = \frac{l^2}{H_{20849}} \frac{l^2}{H_{11002}} \frac{k^2}{H_{20850}}
\]

and \( k \) is the horizontal wavelength, \( c \) is the ground-relative wave phase speed, \( U \) is the mean wave-normal background wind in the duct, and \( N \) is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency. These layers contain vertical gradients in static stability and/or wind shear. Waves may also be reflected by the ground. Lindzen and Tung (1976) showed that waves may be “ducted,” in situations where an upward- and a downward-moving internal wave are trapped between the surface and a reflecting layer, and the two waves constructively interfere. The depth of the duct must be at least \( \frac{1}{4} \) of a vertical wavelength and must contain no critical level (Lindzen and Tung 1976). They also found that the intrinsic phase speed for the \( n \)-mode ducted wave is given by \( c - U = ND \pi^{-1} (\frac{1}{2} + n)^{-1} \), where \( n = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, \) and \( D \) is the depth of the duct. Therefore, the phase speed of ducted gravity waves in a given environment may be determined through the analysis of vertical profiles of ambient temperature and wind.

Assuming linear waves, the wind perturbations within an internal gravity wave may be written as

\[
u = A \cos(kx - \omega t + mz)
\]

and

\[
u = A \cos(kx - \omega t + mz)
\]

FIG. 1. Airflow vectors and phase lines (heavy dashed lines) in the \( x-z \) plane for (top) an upward- and (bottom) a downward-moving internal gravity wave. Distance units are in km.
b. Wave–vortex interaction

Although there are a myriad of effects that a gravity wave may have on a mesocyclone, only the two most significant, both of which affect vertical vorticity, are considered here. First, the stretching of preexisting vorticity due to perturbation horizontal divergence in the wave may significantly alter the vorticity within a mesocyclone. Also, the perturbation vertical wind shear in the wave produces horizontal vorticity, the streamwise portion of which may be tilted into the vertical.

Considering only these two processes, the vorticity equation for the mesocyclone may be written as

\[
\frac{D\zeta}{Dt} = -\zeta \frac{\partial u'}{\partial x} + \left( \frac{\partial u'}{\partial z} \frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial n} \sin \alpha \right),
\]

where \(\zeta\) is the vertical vorticity, \(u'\) is the perturbation wind in a wave (moving in the \(x\) direction), \(n\) is distance in the direction of the storm-inflow vector, and \(\alpha\) is the angle between the wave motion vector and the storm-inflow vector. The geometry of the interaction is illustrated in Fig. 3. Note that \(\sin \alpha\) is maximized when the wave is moving 90° to the right of the storm inflow, such that the perturbation vertical shear vector is also at a right angle to the storm inflow. This allows the associated horizontal vorticity vector to be aligned perfectly with the storm inflow that is making all the perturbation horizontal vorticity streamwise (e.g., Davies-Jones 1984).

We will consider a wave approaching the right flank of a storm (from the left of the inflow vector), which is the most common situation in observed case studies. Vorticity amplification through stretching, and vorticity generation through tilting, is of opposite sign in many parts of the wave. The process that dominates may be determined by several factors, such as the horizontal wavelength of the wave, the duct depth, and the angle \(\alpha\) from which the wave approaches the storm inflow.

In theory, the wave trough has no divergence (i.e., the stretching is negligible), but it is associated with a maximum in positive perturbation shear, which through tilting contributes to an increase in \(\zeta\). Behind the trough, the tilting decreases, but convergence increases \(\zeta\) through stretching. As the wave ridge approaches, stretching continues to increase vorticity, while negative perturbation shear in the ridge negates some of the stretching. Behind the ridge, divergence and negative shear would decrease vorticity, until the next wave trough approached, with positive shear offsetting some of the vorticity decrease by divergence. The timeline of these processes, relative to the gravity wave ridge–trough, is shown in Fig. 4.

\[\text{FIG. 4. Regions of positive gravity wave-induced stretching (dark gray shaded box) and tilting (light gray shaded box), relative to gravity wave phase. Airflow vectors in the } x-z \text{ plane are shown (bold arrows, not to scale), along with the phase of the ducted gravity wave (} p' \text{ or } u', \text{ sine wave). Wave is moving to the right, as indicated by the broad arrow. Wave kinematics are after Eom (1975).}\]
3. Development of 1D model

The fundamental physics of the gravity wave–mesocyclone interaction may be explained using a fairly simple model. A one-dimensional model was developed to simulate this interaction. This model assumes that the mesocyclone is a solid-body rotator with some initial vorticity, collocated with the storm updraft. The results of a wave–mesocyclone interaction would likely be somewhat different than the model suggests in cases where the mesocyclone is not collocated with the updraft, since the phase relationships between tilting and stretching would be impacted. The model introduces a ducted gravity wave, simulated by a sinusoidal disturbance in $u'/H$, and analyzes the change in vorticity in the mesocyclone as the entire wavelength interacts with it.

The amplitude of the wind perturbations in the wave ($m \cdot s^{-1}$), its horizontal wavelength, the depth of the wave duct, and the wave motion vector are parameters that describe the ducted gravity wave in the model. The storm motion vector is also included, since the storm-relative motion of the wave significantly affects the vorticity change. The storm inflow vector must be included as well, so that $\sin \alpha$ (streamwise portion of wave-associated horizontal vorticity; see section 2b) may be determined. Finally, an estimate of $dw/dn$ (the horizontal gradient in the vertical motion of the storm updraft along the storm-inflow vector) must be made. A value of $2 \times 10^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1}$ is assumed herein, based on a low-level updraft of 10 m s$^{-1}$ and an updraft radius of 5 km, which is consistent with numerical simulations of supercell storms (e.g., Droegemeier et al. 1993).

a. Example simulation

The results of an example simulation, assuming an initially weak mesocyclone interacting with a typical mesoscale gravity wave, are shown in Fig. 5. The following values were used in this simulation: mesocyclone initial vorticity $3 \times 10^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1}$, wave amplitude 5 m s$^{-1}$, horizontal wavelength 50 km, duct depth 2.5 km, wave motion from 180° at 25 m s$^{-1}$, storm motion from 250° at 25 m s$^{-1}$, and storm-relative inflow from 140° at 25 m s$^{-1}$.

In this simulation, the mesocyclone interacts with the wave trough first. Early on (through about 1/10 of a
wave period), the negative effect on the vorticity tendency of divergence ahead of the wave trough dominates the positive effect of the tilting of positive perturbation shear, decreasing $\zeta$ slightly (to $2.8 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$). But, after that time, the positive effect of tilting dominates, allowing $\zeta$ to increase with time. In the region behind the wave trough, a rapid vorticity increase occurs, as convergence produces positive stretching in the presence of a positive contribution from tilting. As the wave ridge approaches, convergence continues to dominate despite the negative effect of tilting, with the vorticity tendency remaining positive (as large as $4.4 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) until a time just before the wave ridge, when the vorticity reaches its maximum value ($9.3 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$). Behind the ridge, negative tilting continues, in addition to divergence, so the vorticity decreases rapidly.

The interaction between the gravity wave and the mesocyclone updraft clearly has a significant effect on the mesocyclone vertical vorticity. After a brief decrease, $\zeta$ increases to three times its initial value at a point just ahead of the wave ridge. The vorticity then decreases rapidly behind the wave ridge. Interestingly, in this one-dimensional simulation, the net result of the interaction with one wavelength of a gravity wave is an increase in mesocyclone vorticity. This is a fascinating and unexpected result. In the simulation, if the wave approaches the storm inflow from its left, there is a net decrease in vorticity.

b. Factors affecting mesocyclone intensification

Numerous simulations, similar to the one described in the preceding section, were performed. The initial mesocyclone vorticity in all simulations was $3 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. The effects on the maximum instantaneous vorticity due to varying wave amplitude, wavelength, duct depth, wave speed, and the angle between the inflow vector and the wave motion vector are summarized in Fig. 6. In each simulation, all parameters were set to the same values used in the simulation described in section 3a, except for the parameter in each case whose effect was being evaluated.

Figure 6 indicates that the maximum mesocyclone vorticity produced by the interaction with a gravity wave (i) increases exponentially as the amplitude of the wave increases, (ii) increases roughly linearly as the wavelength increases, and (iii) increases logarithmically as the angle $\alpha$ increases. Maximum vorticity decreases as wave speed and duct depth increase.

These observations make physical sense. Larger wave amplitude implies larger magnitudes of tilting and stretching, while longer wavelengths (at constant wave
speed) or slower wave speeds (at constant wavelength) both imply longer wave periods and a longer residence time of wave interaction with the mesocyclone, meaning more time for stretching and tilting processes to occur. As the angle $\alpha$ between the wave motion vector and the storm inflow vector increases (over the interval $0 < \alpha < \pi/2$), the horizontal vorticity produced by the perturbation shear associated with the wave becomes more streamwise. Finally, as the duct depth increases, so does the vertical wavelength of the gravity waves; so, for constant amplitude, the vertical shear decreases.

4. Case studies

It is important to emphasize that the potential interaction of gravity waves with mesocyclones was not discovered theoretically; it was actually discovered in radar observations. At the time of this writing, 16 cases have been identified that display this potential interaction. Three are presented in this introductory paper. Typically, analysis of a case involves analysis of proximity sounding data, including a vertical profile of $m^2$, to determine the potential of the environment to maintain ducted gravity waves and to determine their theoretical speed. Radar data are analyzed in depth, including vertical cross sections. Surface data are examined where available.

One case, the 22 January 1999 wave–mesocyclone interaction, will be examined in depth herein, including a comparison with a simulation from the model described in section 3. Two others, the F4 tornado in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, on 16 December 2000, and the F5 tornado near Birmingham, Alabama, on 8 April 1998, are presented in less detail to demonstrate that similar patterns occur for other cases. Detailed analyses of additional cases will be deferred to later papers.

a. 22 January 1999, northwest Alabama

On 22 January 1999, two radar fine lines, which will be shown to represent ducted gravity waves, interacted with a mesocyclone, intensifying it in a periodic pattern.

1) Environment

On 22 January 1999, a marginally unstable (surface-based CAPE $\sim 100$ J kg$^{-1}$) but very high-shear environment existed over Alabama. The 1800 UTC sounding data from Birmingham (BMX; Fig. 7) indicate a deep stable layer between approximately 500 and 2000 m AGL, above a 500-m-deep surface-based mixed layer. Static stability decreases above 2000 m AGL. The vertical wind shear is also rather significant, with winds veering with height (about 50° over the lowest 2 km AGL) and speeds increasing from 14 to 25 m s$^{-1}$ over that same layer. The 0–2-km AGL bulk shear is 18.3 m s$^{-1}$.

Sounding wind and thermodynamic data were smoothed somewhat and gridded to 100-m vertical resolution. Then, a vertical profile of $m^2$ was constructed (Fig. 8) using these data and subsequent values of the Scorer parameter (see section 2a), and assuming...
a horizontal wavelength of 40 km and wave motion direction of 180° for calculation of \( U \) in Eq. (1). Since this clearly shows a sharp gradient in \( m^2 \) around 2100 m MSL (Fig. 8), we assume that this defines the top of the duct. A simpler analysis of the sounding (Fig. 7), ignoring the shear term in Eq. (1), still clearly shows a sudden decrease in static stability near 2100 m MSL, which implies a wave-reflecting layer and the top of the duct (e.g., Nappo 2002). Analysis of these sounding data according to the ducting parameters of Lindzen and Tung (1976), using a duct depth of 1900 m and \( N = \frac{0.0126}{H} \) s\(^{-1}\), indicates that this environment would support ducted gravity waves with a phase speed \( c = \frac{37.8 \text{ m s}^{-1}}{H} \). The synoptic-scale pattern (e.g., Koch and O’Handley 1997; Uccellini and Koch 1987, Koch and Dorian 1988) over Alabama was favorable for gravity wave generation on 22 January 1999. A deep upper trough was located in the central part of the United States, with a jet maximum apparently rounding the base of the 300-hPa trough during the day. Also, Alabama was located between the axis of inflection (to the southwest) and the ridge axis (to the northeast) in the 300-hPa height field (Fig. 9). In addition, the large wind shear could have also contributed to wave generation (e.g., Lalas and Einaudi 1976).

2) INTERACTION

Rapidly developing severe convection moved into extreme western Alabama around 2000 UTC (not shown). At about the same time, a pair of mesoscale gravity waves appeared on radar as two fine lines of enhanced reflectivity. These fine lines likely indicate gravity waves, since the environment (synoptic and local) is favorable for gravity wave genesis and propagation, and since these bands moved so rapidly northward at 34 m s\(^{-1}\), which is close to the predicted ducted wave speed, 37.8 m s\(^{-1}\). It should be noted that the air mass later in the day and farther west, closer to the incoming convection, could have been slightly more unstable, causing the slightly lower phase speeds. Since the lifting condensation level (LCL) was near 1 km MSL and yet the duct extended to 2100 m MSL, the fine lines are probably caused by condensation associated with vertical motion ahead of the wave ridges. The fine lines are likely located near the wave ridges, where maximum vertical displacement has occurred, or just ahead of the ridges. However, the exact timing of the wave ridges does not change the physics of the interactions described in section 2b.

Radar reflectivity data from the Birmingham, Alabama (KBMX), Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) show a mature, intense convective storm in progress at 2026 UTC (Fig. 10). This storm appears to be part of a broken quasi-linear convective system (QLCS), which had been in existence at least since 1934 UTC. Based on storm-relative velocity data at 2026, the storm contained a broad mesocyclone, with vorticity around \( 0.6 \times 10^{-2} \) s\(^{-1}\). Two apparent wave ridges are also indicated in the reflectivity panels at 2026 UTC to the ESE and SE of the storm. At 2047 UTC, just after the initial wave ridge appears to have intersected the mesocyclone, the mesocyclone is more well defined, and its vorticity had increased from 0.5 to \( 1.2 \times 10^{-2} \) s\(^{-1}\) in only about 15 min. By 2102 UTC, the second wave ridge is interacting with the mesocyclone, and the vorticity has further increased to almost \( 2 \times 10^{-2} \) s\(^{-1}\). The radar presentation of the mesocyclone is impressive at 2102 UTC, with what may be a bounded weak-echo region (WER) in the reflectivity image and gate-to-gate, maximum rotational velocity in the
Shortly after 2102 UTC, a small tornado touched down in northern Fayette County (R. E. Kilduff 2006, personal communication).

3) Numerical Simulation

The 22 January 1999 wave–mesocyclone interaction event was numerically simulated using the one-dimensional model discussed in section 3. Multiple volume scans of Doppler velocity data (not shown) were used to calculate $u'$ near a height of 1 km AGL within the wave ridges of both gravity waves (4.1 and 10.7 m s$^{-1}$). This height is chosen because it is very near the height of the radar beam from BMX during the interaction, and because it is approximately in the middle of the wave duct (vertically). These values, along with the initial vorticity ($0.5 \times 10^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$), storm motion (from 240°, 20 m s$^{-1}$), wave motion (from 180°, 32 m s$^{-1}$),

Fig. 10. BMX WSR-88D (left) 0.5° elevation base reflectivity and (right) storm-relative velocity at (a) 2026, (b) 2047, and (c) 2102 UTC 22 Jan 1999 (range rings at 50-km intervals).
storm inflow (from 130° at 25 m s⁻¹), wavelength (40 km), and duct depth (1900 m), were used in the model.

Figure 11 shows a comparison of the observed versus simulated vorticity over the two wave periods. The model time was synchronized with observations by assuming that the interaction began in the trough ahead of the first wave ridge visible on radar. Note that the simulation slightly underestimates the vorticity increase associated with the first gravity wave (0.84 × 10⁻² s⁻¹ simulated versus 1.2 × 10⁻² s⁻¹ observed) and also shows the first vorticity maximum occurring a few minutes too early. However, the timing and magnitude of the significant vorticity increase associated with the second wave ridge are simulated very well. Peak vorticity values are close (2.3 × 10⁻² s⁻¹ simulated versus 1.9 × 10⁻² s⁻¹ observed). Also, the observed vorticity maximum occurred at the wave ridge (assuming the radar fine line indicates the ridge), with the simulated vorticity maximum occurring only 100 s ahead of the wave ridge.

It should be noted that radar volume scans were only available about every 300 s, so exact timing and vorticity maxima are subject to some error. Despite this, the overall pattern of the vorticity changes associated with the passage of the first wave is simulated fairly well. The vorticity change associated with interaction with the second, more vigorous wave ridge is simulated very well, in both time and magnitude. Also, the pattern of a net increase in vorticity over a full wavelength, shown in the simulation, is observed.

4) Summary

In summary, an environment favorable for the generation and maintenance of ducted gravity waves existed over western Alabama on the afternoon of 22 January 1999. Fine lines on radar, moving rapidly northward at speeds near 34 m s⁻¹, do indeed represent the ridges (or convergent region just ahead of the ridges) of ducted gravity waves. This is based on several facts. 1) The observed speed is consistent with ducted gravity waves in this environment. 2) The synoptic environment is favorable for wave generation [see section 2a(1)]. 3) The fine lines do not represent an undular bore, as the lead fine line is not the most intense (neither in its reflectivity presentation nor in its effect on the mesocyclone). 4) The fine lines do not represent density currents. Density currents do not typically move in pairs. Also, based on the equations developed by Seitter (1986), such a speed would require a pressure rise associated with each of the density currents of 8 hPa, that is, a 2-km-deep cold pool with a 10-K temperature drop, which is physically unreasonable.

Based on radar data, the waves appeared to originate in west Alabama, within 90 min of their interaction with a preexisting mesocyclone. Some evidence of the wave ridges appears in radar reflectivity patterns up to 30 min after interaction with the storm.

The mesocyclone intensified somewhat upon interaction with the first wave ridge, weakened temporarily between ridges, and intensified further upon interaction with the second wave ridge. These observations are consistent with the theory outlined in section 2b, and with the numerical simulation [section 4a(3)].

b. Other cases

1) 16 December 2000

We have identified at least 15 other cases in which, upon preliminary examination of radar data, it appears that a mesocyclone may have intensified and/or been associated with tornadogenesis upon interaction with one or more gravity wave(s). Two of these cases are summarized here to illustrate the common patterns of gravity wave–mesocyclone interaction.

One such case involves the F4 tornado that moved through parts of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, on 16 December 2000, causing 11 fatalities and 144 injuries [Storm Data (NCDC 2000)]. In this case, despite an unseasonably high CAPE (−900 J kg⁻¹), the nearby BMX sounding at 1800 UTC (not shown) indicated a stable
layer, primarily between 1 and 2 km MSL, with $N$ as high as 0.014 s$^{-1}$ at 1600 m MSL. This, combined with very strong wind shear, contributed to a fairly significant ducting layer in the vertical profile of $m^2$, with the top of the layer near 2100 m MSL. In the 1700–2100 m MSL layer, the average value of $m^2$ was $4.2 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^{-2}$, while in the 2100–2500 m MSL layer, it was $-2.4 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^{-2}$. Using the ducting theory of Lindzen and Tung (1976), this environment would support ducted gravity waves with speeds of 32 m s$^{-1}$.

A supercell thunderstorm approached Tuscaloosa from the southwest (about 230°) at 1826 UTC. This storm was part of a weakly organized convective line, but had already been the strongest storm within at least a 50-km radius since about 1800 UTC, and had shown supercell characteristics since at least 1800 UTC. Meanwhile, at least one line in the radar reflectivity field, apparently representing a gravity wave ridge, approached from the SSW (200°) at 32 m s$^{-1}$, which is also the ducted wave speed calculated theoretically. When the wave ridge intersected the storm at 1841 UTC, rotational velocity and vorticity increased quickly, and a tornado formed at 1854 UTC (Storm Data). The patterns of reflectivity and storm-relative velocity associated with this interaction (Fig. 12) are similar to those described in section 4a.

2) 8 April 1998

Another case involves the F5 tornado in metropolitan Birmingham, Alabama, on 8 April 1998, which caused 32 fatalities and 258 injuries (Storm Data). The tornado examined here was one of a family of tornadoes produced by a classic, long-lived supercell storm. It formed around 0042 UTC 9 April and remained on the ground for 46 min.

A fine line appeared in the radar reflectivity over south-central Alabama as early as 2029 UTC, about 125 km southeast of the eventual path of the tornado. This fine line may have been associated with a density current produced by earlier convection in south Alabama (Pence and Peters 2000). It traveled NNW rather slowly (averaging 6.7 m s$^{-1}$) between 2030 and 2304 UTC, and then accelerated rather substantially to an average speed of 13.2 m s$^{-1}$ between 2335 and 0032 UTC. The Scorer parameter profile and sounding analysis (from BMX at 1800 UTC on 8 April 1998 and 0000 UTC on 9 April 1998; not shown) based on the theory of Lindzen and Tung (1976) indicate that the speed of the fine line before 2304 UTC is not consistent with ducted gravity waves. In fact, it is more consistent with a density current.

It should be noted that local sunset occurred at 0013 UTC. The 0000 UTC sounding, in this case, was released at 2300 UTC, but already indicates some radiative cooling at the surface, producing a shallow stable layer. Surface observations from the nearby BHM radar indicate that temperatures at 2300 UTC had already cooled about 1.7 K below their maximum values for the day, and cooled an additional 0.9 K between 2300 and 0000 UTC. The speed of the fine line during the 1-h period just before it interacted with the supercell (13.2 m s$^{-1}$) is consistent either with ducted gravity waves of little vertical extent, or, more likely, with a bore, a type of gravity wave phenomenon that could have been produced by the density current impinging on the rapidly evolving stable nocturnal boundary layer (NBL; e.g., Knupp 2006). If one assumes an inversion 100 m deep, and the bore is about 500 m deep, the bore speed determined using hydraulic theory and the surface gravity wave speed for the NBL (e.g., Rottman and

![Fig. 12. BMX WSR-88D radar imagery at 1857 UTC 16 Dec 2000 (at 0.5° elevation) for (a) reflectivity and (b) storm-relative velocity.](image-url)
Simpson 1989; Simpson 1997; Knupp 2006) would be near 11.2 m s\(^{-1}\), which is very close to the observed speed. The fact that the fine line was accelerating with time is also consistent with a density current–bore transition, as the stable boundary layer would be deepening with time after sunset.

The fascinating aspect of this case is that the tornado was already on the ground before interaction with the main reflectivity fine line. However, upon intersection of the wave ridge–bore with the mesocyclone, the tornado damage being produced by the storm rapidly intensified from a narrow-path F0 tornado to a 1-km-wide F3 tornado (Pence and Peters 2000). It seems possible that, in this case, convergence associated with the wave–bore enhanced the tornado through the stretching process, which is also a part of the process through which a ducted gravity wave enhances a mesocyclone, as described in section 2b. Radar imagery from the time of tornado touchdown (0042 UTC; before intersection with main reflectivity fine line) and 16 min later (0058 UTC; a few minutes after intersection with main fine line) is shown in Fig. 13.

5. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, evidence is presented that supports the hypothesis that gravity waves, upon interaction with mesocyclones, may significantly alter the vorticity of those mesocyclones. It has been pointed out (e.g., Trapp 1999) that intense low-level mesocyclones are not a sufficient condition for tornadogenesis. However, a correlation between the rotational velocity and shear of mesocyclones observed by Doppler radar and tornadogenesis has been observed (e.g., Donaldson and Desrochers 1990, Burgess and Lemon 1990); this implies that mesocyclone intensification upon interaction with a gravity wave may lead to tornadogenesis in some situations. Such interactions have been speculated upon by previous authors (e.g., Miller and Sanders 1980), and even observed by Kilduff (1999) and Barker (2006). This paper examines these interactions in greater detail and provides a dynamical explanation for the observed behavior.

The theoretical airflow within a ducted gravity wave shows significant convergence ahead of the wave ridge...
and divergence ahead of the wave trough, both of which would enhance–diminish vorticity through the stretching process. Also, with horizontal motion maximized near the surface and vertical motion maximized near the top of the duct (Fig. 2), significant perturbation vertical wind shear is associated with gravity waves. This perturbation shear produces horizontal vorticity, which may be tilted into the vertical by the horizontal gradients in vertical motion associated with a storm updraft, further altering the vorticity of the mesocyclone. The magnitude of this tilting is determined in part by the angle at which the gravity wave intersects the storm inflow vector.

It is clear that a better understanding of ducted gravity wave kinematics is required to quantify this interaction. In Coleman and Knupp (2008, manuscript submitted to Wea. Forecasting), we show theoretically and in a case study that passage of a ducted gravity wave may drastically change the local storm-relative helicity in a relatively short time (i.e., 60 min). This is consistent with observations by Ferretti et al. (1988), who found an increase in boundary layer wind speed and veering of wind with height associated with gravity wave passage in a severe storm environment.

A simple one-dimensional model was developed, considering only the stretching and tilting processes. The model results indicated that the interaction between the gravity wave and the mesocyclone clearly has a significant effect on the vertical vorticity. After a small decrease ahead of the wave trough, $\xi$ increased dramatically (to three times its initial value) just ahead of the wave ridge. The most rapid increase was in the $\frac{1}{4}$ horizontal wavelength behind the wave trough, where positive perturbation shear produced positive tilting, and convergence generated positive stretching. The vorticity then decreased rapidly behind the wave ridge. However, as noted, interaction with one wavelength of a gravity wave produced a net increase in the mesocyclone vorticity. The net change was reversed if the wave approached the storm from its left flank, a situation not often observed. This net change may imply some energy exchange between the wave and the mesocyclone. This exchange and the possible effect of the updraft and mesocyclone on the gravity wave are beyond the scope of this preliminary paper. However, this may be investigated in future work by examining the energy budget, including the total energy of the gravity wave (e.g., Nappo 2002), the kinetic energy associated with the updraft, and the rotational kinetic energy of the mesocyclone. Various numerical simulations showed that maximum mesocyclone vorticity produced by the interaction with a gravity wave increases with larger values of wave amplitude, wavelength, and angle $\alpha$ (over the interval $0 < \alpha < \pi/2$), and decreases with larger wave speed and duct depth.

The one-dimensional model was used to simulate the 22 January 1999 wave–mesocyclone interaction, with encouraging and consistent results. In this case, the mesocyclone interacted with two gravity wave ridges. Observed and simulated peak vorticity values associated with the main wave ridge were similar in magnitude, and occurred with a time error of only 1/12 of a wave period.

Despite the surprisingly good performance of the simple one-dimensional model, a much more robust two-dimensional model is currently under construction. This model will take into account many additional factors including solenoidal vorticity generation, changes in storm inflow produced by the gravity wave perturbation wind field, and vertical advection of vorticity. This model, once completed, will be used to validate and refine the results of the one-dimensional model, and will be used to simulate other cases of wave–mesocyclone interaction.

In the 22 January 1999, 16 December 2000, and 8 April 1998 cases, vorticity changes were observed using Doppler radar data and were consistent with those predicted by theory. The 22 January 1999 case proved to be very useful in that two gravity wave ridges interacted with the mesocyclone, producing a periodic increase and decrease in the mesocyclone vorticity, with an overall increase after interaction with two wave ridges. In the 16 December 2000 case, the mesocyclone vorticity increased as the wave ridge(s) approached, and tornadogenesis occurred around the time of intersection with the first wave ridge. The 8 April 1998 case presents a unique challenge, as it appears that the wave(s) interacting with the storm were part of an undular bore. Also, in this case, the tornado was already occurring prior to the intersection with the main fine line–wave ridge, but the tornado intensified dramatically around the time the intersection occurred. While this case may not be entirely consistent with the process described in section 2b, it does represent an interaction of a gravity wave phenomenon with a tornado. Much more detailed study of this case is required. In general, observations and initial model results support the hypothesis that gravity waves significantly alter the vorticity of mesocyclones with which they interact, sometimes resulting in tornadogenesis.

In addition to analysis of other case studies and improved, two-dimensional numerical simulations, the physics of the interaction between gravity waves and mesocyclones can be better understood with more precise measurements of gravity wave kinematics and details of the mesocyclone response, using multiple-
Doppler radar syntheses. It is hoped that such an interaction will occur during the second Verification of the Origins of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment (VORTEX2) in 2009 and 2010, allowing for a detailed analysis. Finally, more targeted measurements of the convergence and shear profiles within ducted gravity waves, using the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) mobile measurement platforms (MIPS; Karan and Knupp 2006), the mobile Alabama X-band dual polarization radar (MAX), and the fixed-site Advanced Radar for Meteorological and Operational Research (ARMOR; Petersen et al. 2007) will allow for even better modeling of the interaction process.

This preliminary work on the wave–mesocyclone interaction illustrates the potentially significant role ducted gravity waves may play in a severe storm environment. This is especially relevant to operational forecasters, who may need to watch a little more closely mesocyclones that have not yet prompted warnings, but may be on the verge of interacting with a wave. Further research into the interactions will hopefully provide a better understanding of the interaction, potentially increasing the lead time for some tornado warnings.
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